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Generally speaking with the old rules spinnakers the pole height had two settings, normal and
low for light winds.

Now there is a whole new dimension to spinnaker trimming.

In one way you have a sail that is easier to trim as it will curl gently
from the luff inwards  (pic. 1) which will give you a warning that
its going to collapse and gives you time to adjust the trim. The
optimum setting is with the luff just on the point of curling.

On the other hand it is more sensitive to pole height.

The spinnaker will fly best with both clews approximately level, using
the mast as the datum. If you use the mast as the reference point it
will stop you trying to adjust for the angle of heel e.g. on the run in
light winds when the boat is heeling to windward.

I like to use this method as a quick reference for determining the correct pole height:

If the pole is too low the luff will fold at the top first (pic 2). If you
raise the pole the head of the spinnaker will flatten and the luff will fold
lower down. If you raise the pole too far the luff will lift near the clew
(pic 3).

There is one more factor to consider. As you harden up onto a close
reach the pressure on the sail increases, it lifts and opens the shoulders
flattening the entry allowing you to ease the sheet and in turn the lower
section of the luff will lift before the top. You can combat this by
lowering the pole although the stronger the wind the more difficult it is
to stop this happening. As the wind increases it is more important to
concentrate on trimming than to worry about the exact height of the
pole. Once the wind is strong enough for both crew to hike on a reach
the spinnaker will want to set as in Pic 3 and it is probably best to leave
the pole high enough to allow this to happen. The average reaching setting a good height. Mark
the control line at this point to give you an easy to find setting.

Regular adjustments are necessary to keep the pole height at its
optimum. My experience has shown that the pole has to be raised and
lowered 10cm at a time to make any real difference. Once you have
found an average setting you raise the pole for the run and lower it
progressively as you luff onto a reach.
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